The Conjoined Twins Dilemma

In fall 1977, conjoined (often referred to as “Siamese”) twin girls were born to a Jewish couple in New Jersey. The twins were connected from the shoulder until the pelvis and shared a six-chambered heart and a liver. A team of twenty leading doctors and nurses was assembled in Philadelphia at Children’s Hospital to separate the twins in a difficult surgery that raised serious halachic and ethical issues. The players in this dramatic episode included a pair of fragile, newborn “Siamese” twins, a young couple, some of the finest surgeons in the United States, and one of the world’s greatest halachic authorities, the saintly Rabbi Moshe Feinstein, of blessed memory (1895-1986). A painful and tragic decision needed to be made since the twin’s shared heart could fail at any moment; without surgically separating the twins there was no hope for survival for either one. Was it permitted to separate the two babies, resulting in the immediate death of one, in order to save the life of the other?

In this class we will debate the moral and ethical issues raised by analyzing three Talmudic discussions that were reviewed to arrive at the landmark decision: Shnayim Mehalchin B’derech, T’nu Lanu Echad Mi’khem and Rodef.

**KEY QUESTIONS**

- Is it permitted to kill one person in order to save someone else?
- Is there a difference between actively causing a death and passively causing a death?
- What should be done if one person’s death can save many lives?
- Does the legal status (halachah) change if one person is pursuing another?
- How are the legal principles implemented in a real-life situation?

**CLASS OUTLINE**

Section I. Background to the Case

Section II. How Many People Are Here?

Section III. The Analogy of Two Desert Travelers, Only One Has Water

Section IV. The Dilemma of Handing Over One Person to Save a City

Section V. Rodef – Killing a Pursuer to Save a Potential Victim

Postscript. The Operation and its Aftermath

**Note:** This shiur is not intended as a source of practical halachic (legal) rulings. For matters of halachah, please consult a qualified posek (rabbi).
This is how Sanhedrin 72b looks in the classic editions of the Talmud.
SECTION I Background – The Case

The Agonizing Question: Separate the Conjoined Twins?

On September 15, 1977, a pair of Siamese twins was born to a Jewish family in Lakewood, New Jersey. These twins, unfortunately, shared some internal organs, including a unique six-chambered heart. Shortly after their birth the twins were flown by helicopter to the Children’s Hospital in Philadelphia, where Dr. C. Everett Koop, who subsequently became the highly regarded Surgeon General of the United States, was the Chief of Surgery.

It became obvious to the entire team of physicians that the twins would die in a relatively short time unless they were separated. The only way by which one child could be viable was if the twins were surgically separated, resulting in the immediate death of the more dependent baby. Dr. Koop informed the family of the ethical dilemma they faced: Are they willing to give the medical staff a green light to go through with surgery on their twins, effectively killing one to save the other?

The deeply religious family, themselves prominent teachers of Torah, referred the question to Rabbi Moshe Feinstein, of blessed memory, one of the greatest halachic authorities of his time, living in the Lower East Side of New York City.

Rav Feinstein consulted with the team of medical experts and rabbinic scholars during ongoing sessions lasting late into the night. After great deliberation, he approved the surgery on October 6 with the operation scheduled for October 11. While awaiting the decision, Dr. Koop had to quiet his group of experts, who were anxious over the lapse of time – the babies’ six-chambered heart was showing signs of failure due to the load of supplying blood to the two infants.

Dr. Koop calmed his team with the following statement (as quoted by Rabbi M. D. Tendler, ASSIA, Vol. IV, No 1, February 2001): “The ethics and morals involved in this decision are too complex for me. I believe they are too complex for you as well. Therefore I referred it to an old rabbi on the Lower East Side of New York. He is a great scholar, a saintly individual. He knows how to answer such questions. When he tells me, I too will know.”
SECTION II  How Many People Are Here?

The first step of the decision-making process was to determine whether the twins were considered one human being or two.


Time and again Rabbi Tendler put the same question to Dr. Koop in different ways, because the answer would be so important to the rabbinical discussion that would ensue.
Are the twins one baby or two babies? ...

Each time Rabbi Tendler asked the question in a different way, Dr. Koop would come back with the same unequivocal reply: With the exception of the chest connection at which their livers were joined, as well as their hearts, the girls were separate human beings with their own separate brains and nervous systems.

Source 2. Menachot 37a

Pleimo asked Rebbe [Yehuda the Prince], “If a man has two heads, on which one should he place his tefillin (phylacteries)?” Rebbe said to him, “Either go into exile or you will be excommunicated!” (Rashi explains that Rebbe assumed the question was extremely irreverent and mocking.) Just then a man walked in and said to Rebbe Yehuda the Prince, “Our baby that was just born has two heads. How much do I have to give the Kohen (priest) for pidyon haben (redemption of the first born – usually five silver pieces for a baby)?” A certain elderly man came and taught him, “You are obligated to give him ten silver pieces.”

Source 3. Mishnah Sanhedrin 4:5

Man was created alone (whereas other creatures were created in groups) to teach that one who destroys a single Jew is regarded as one who has destroyed an entire world. Whereas one who saves a single life is regarded as having saved an entire world.
Source 4. Rabbi Shlomo Zalman Auerbach, Minchat Shlomo 1:91:24

Regarding the matter of “life,” we have no means of measuring its worth and importance, not even from the standpoint of Torah and mitzvot. We must violate the Sabbath even for an elderly, ill man – even if he is completely insane and deaf and cannot perform a single mitzvah, (even if his) life is a massive load and burden upon his family, which distracts them from Torah and mitzvot and adds to their troubles…Even in such a case, the greatest among Israel are commanded to make efforts and get involved in his healing and violate the Sabbath to save him.

Source 5. Talmud Bavli, Bava Metzia 62a

Two people were walking on a journey in a desert, and in the hand of one of them was a flask of water. If both of them drink, they will both die, but if one of them drinks all the water, that person will reach civilization and live. Ben Petura said, “It is better that both of them drink and die, rather than one of them seeing the death of the other.” Until Rabbi Akiva came and taught from the verse (Vayikra/Leviticus 25:36), “Your brother shall live with you” – your life takes precedence over your fellow’s life.
**Source 6. Drake, op. cit.**

Dr. Koop reported that there was no doubt that the only infant who could be helped by surgery was Baby B, since Baby A was dependent upon Baby B for heart function, and suffered from poor blood circulation. Moreover, there was no way that the six-chamber heart could be given to Baby A, nor was it possible to separate two chambers of the heart and give them to Baby A. The only hope was to save Baby B.

**Source 7. Rabbi Avraham Yeshayahu Kareilitz, Chazon Ish, Likkutim to Bava Metzia (Siman 20), 62a**

It appears that if a third party has water, and two thirsty people are before him, the halachah depends on the same dispute. According to Ben Petura the water is given to both, and both will die, for even if he gives the water to one of them, the receiver will have to share it with the other. But according to Rabbi Akiva he should give the water to whomever he chooses. Though the third party is not under the instruction of “your life takes precedence,” the person he gives it to will justifiably save himself, and it is therefore permitted to give the water to him. Moreover, it seems that the third party is obligated to give the water to one of them, because the instruction “your life takes precedence” implies that one person’s long-term life takes precedence over both of their short-term lives, so that even a third party should ensure that one of them will live a long-term life.

---

**SECTION IV**

**The Dilemma of Handing Over One Person to Save a City**

**Source 8. Sanhedrin 74a**

Said Rabbi Yochanan in the name of Rabbi Shimon son of Yehorzadak, “They took a head-count and decided in the second floor of the house of Nitza in Lod, ‘Concerning all sins in the Torah if they tell you to transgress and you will thereby not get killed, one should transgress rather than get killed, except for idolatry, forbidden sexual relationships, and murder.’”
**Source 9. Sanhedrin 74a**

A certain person came before Rabba and told him, “The governor of my village said to me, ‘Kill such and such a person or else I will kill you.’” Rabba replied to him, “Let yourself be killed and do not kill him. Who says that your blood is redder? Maybe that man’s blood is redder.”

**Source 10. Talmud Yerushalmi Terumot 8:4 (47a)**

We learn (in Tosefta Terumot 7:23):

This is the ruling for groups of people who were traveling and were accosted by non-Jews, who said: “Give us one of you and we will kill him; and if not, we will kill all of you.” Even if all of them will be put to death, they should not hand over even one person of Israel. But if they singled out someone, as in the Sheva son of Bichri episode (Shmuel/Samuel II, Ch. 20, see below), they should hand him over and not get killed. Rabbi Shimon son of Lakish said, “This is providing he is subject to the death penalty like Sheva son of Bichri was.” But Rabbi Yochanan said, “This applies even if he was not deserving of the death penalty like Sheva son of Bichri was.”

**Source 11. Rabbi Yehoshua Leib Diskin, Shut Maharil Diskin, Kuntress Acharon, no. 146**

The rationale behind [the halachah of] singling out has not yet been clarified, and it is difficult to say that [the person singled out] is considered to be a pursuer [who is viewed as threatening the others.] But, we can say that it is in their hands to kill all of them.
Source 12. Rambam (Maimonides) Hilchot Yesodei Hatorah (Laws of the Foundations of the Torah) 5:5

If gentiles tell [a group of] women: “Give us one of you to defile. If not, we will defile all of you,” they should allow themselves all to be defiled rather than give over a single Jewish soul to [the gentiles]. Similarly, if gentiles told [a group of Jews]: “Give us one of you to kill. If not, we will kill all of you,” they should allow themselves all to be killed rather than give over a single soul to [the gentiles]. However, if [the gentiles] single out [a specific individual] and say: “Give us so-and-so, or we will kill all of you,” [different rules apply]: If the person is deserving of death like Sheva ben Bichri, they may give him over to them. Initially, however, this instruction is not conveyed to them. If he is not obligated to die, they should allow themselves all to be killed rather than give over a single soul to [the gentiles].

Source 13. Rema Yoreh Dei’ah 157:1

If idolaters said to Jews, “Give us one of you, and we will kill him,” they should not hand him over unless he was singled out and they said, “Give us so-and-so (and they named an individual)” (based on the Mishnah in Terumot and the Rambam in Hilchot Yesodei Hatorah). There are those who say that even in such a situation they should not hand him over unless he is deserving of the death penalty like Sheva ben Bichri.


In light of the unresolved controversy between early-day authorities with regard to this matter, a rabbinic decisor would find grave difficulty in sanctioning an overt act designed to extinguish the life of one of the twins on the basis of this consideration alone.
A different Talmudic concept is reported to have formed the basis of Rabbi Feinstein’s ruling: The principle of killing a Rodef, a deadly pursuer.


“Two men jump out of a burning airplane,” Rabbi Tendler said in one discussion, using an analogy. “The parachute of the first man opens and he falls slowly and safely to earth.

“The parachute of the second man does not open. As he plunges past his friend, he manages to grab onto his foot and hold on. But the parachute is too small to support both of them. Now they are both plunging to their death.

**Source 16. Mishnah on Sanhedrin 73a**

The following can be saved by taking a life: one who pursues another to kill him...

**Source 17. Mishnah Ohalot 7:6**

A woman whose life is endangered during childbirth, we cut the fetus within the womb and remove it limb by limb, because her life takes precedence over its life. However, if most of the baby has come out, we do not touch it, for we may not push aside one life because of another.

**Source 18. Sanhedrin 72b**

Rav Huna said, “When the pursuer is a child, the potential victim can be saved by taking the child’s life.” Rav Huna takes the position that a pursuer requires no forewarning, whether child or adult. Rav Chisda raised an objection based on the Mishnah in Ohalot: “If most of the baby has come out we do not touch it, for we may not push aside one life because of another.” The Gemara answers: That case does not prove that the Law of the Pursuer does not apply to children, because it is fundamentally different. There, they are pursuing her from Heaven.
Rav Chisda asked, “Can you save an adult by killing a child?” Rabbi Yirmiya answered, “Is this not addressed in the following Mishnah? ‘If most of the baby came out we cannot touch it because we may not push aside one life because of another.’” Rabbi Yosse son of Rabbi Bon, quoting Rav Chisda said, “That case (the emerging baby) is different because we do not know who is pursuing whom.”

However, the aggression of the mother vis-à-vis her unborn fetus is not qualitatively identical to that of the fetus against the mother. Homicide is a capital offense whereas feticide is not; hence, the threat against the mother is qualitatively more serious than the threat to the fetus. Accordingly, since the fetus is engaged in a qualitatively greater act of aggression, there is an objective reason to eliminate the fetus that renders nugatory (irrelevant or insignificant) the consideration “How do you know that the blood of one is redder than the life of the other?”
Iggrot Moshe’s thesis is readily applicable to the case of dicephalus (two-headed) twins. At the time that Rabbi Feinstein’s ruling was issued, medical experience indicated that, if not separated, conjoined twins sharing a single heart could survive for a maximum of nine months. Moreover, in the particular case addressed by Rabbi Feinstein, the twins were experiencing heart failure and, had they not been separated, they both would have expired in a relatively short period of time. In the case of dicephalus twins, there is medical evidence indicating that, generally speaking, it is the left twin that has a chance for survival; the indications are that the right twin will not survive even if assigned a full complement of organs. In the case under discussion, it is clear that only one twin had a chance for survival. For unexplained reasons, the right twin usually has complex cardiovascular anomalies that are not amenable to surgical correction. In the conjoined state, the twins are certainly mutual aggressors. The right twin unintentionally threatens the normal longevity anticipation of the left twin. The right twin, however, because of its congenital anomalies, cannot survive for a period of more than twelve months. Such an individual, it may well be argued, must be regarded as a treifah (a person whose physical state is such that he cannot survive for twelve months). As is the case with regard to feticide, murder of a treifah is not a capital offense. Accordingly, although both are pursuers, the right twin is engaged in an act of pursuit that is qualitatively of greater magnitude than the pursuit in which the left twin is engaged. Hence, according to Iggrot Moshe’s analysis, the right twin may, and indeed must, be eliminated in order to preserve the life of the left twin.

**POSTSCRIPT** The Operation and its Aftermath

Baby B was separated from Baby A on October 11 causing the tragic, immediate death of Baby A. Sadly, the surviving twin died forty-seven days later, unrelated to the surgery, due to a Hepatitis-infected blood transfusion.
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See the Maharsha, Chidushei Aggadot Bava Metzia 62a, when the container of water belongs to both travelers, then the ruling of Ben Petura is followed to share the water.